ANOTHER WORLD
"Take a peek into another world through the work of their hands"

Presenting to you Another World, an exhibition from 5 emerging Indonesian artists.
Our topic for January takes focus on illustration forms, with different interpretations on what illustration itself really is.
Take a look at their wonderful imagination created through their works.

With love,
Chiarobytes
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DEBRA ANGGRAENI
Debra Anggraeni is a kindergarten teacher based in Melbourne, Australia who
enjoys painting and drawing in her free time. Encouraged by her friends and
family, this year she finally took some courage and created ‘deboodle’ – a
place where she shares her illustrations.
In her childhood she used to paint with oil pastels, pens, and colour pencils. It
was not until 2018 when she discovered her love for watercolours and in the
middle of 2020, she started with digital illustrations on the Ipad too. Collecting
memories through simple and fun doodling is the underlying theme throughout
her work.
IG: @deboodle_
Email: anggraenidebra@gmail.com

Izzy
Debra Anggraeni (@deboodle_)
6’x6’ (15cmx15cm)
Digital Illustration
2020
Not for sale, for custom order price below:
IDR 700,000.00/package

‘Izzy’ was a custom illustration ordered by a mother for her daughter’s
birthday. It captures her and the love of her life, Pedro The Cat.

Ziggy
Debra Anggraeni (@deboodle_)
A4 (21cmx30cm)
Digital Illustration (Pet Portrait)
2020
Not for sale, for custom order price below:
IDR 700,000.00/package

Wanting to capture and celebrate their memory shared together, Ashley
and Griffin asked for their dog Ziggy to be turned into a digital portrait –
a perfect keepsake for those who can’t get enough of their furry friend!

Us – A Family Portrait
Debra Anggraeni (@deboodle_)
A5
Watercolour
2020
Not for sale, for custom order price below:
IDR 700,000.00/package or depending on canvas size

A simple custom illustration piece to commemorate your one year
anniversary.

Cheers
Debra Anggraeni (@deboodle_)
A6
Watercolour
2020
Not for sale, for custom order price below:
IDR 700,000.00/package or depending on canvas size

A small celebratory doodle inspired from a friend’s favourite bubbly.

Hello Baby!
Debra Anggraeni (@deboodle_)
A4 (21cmx30cm)
Digital Illustration
2020
Not for sale, for custom order price below:
IDR 700,000.00/package

A combination of custom illustration and personalised birth
announcement details make a wonderful memory for the parent and
later for the child.

FLORA GINNA HANDOKO
Flora Ginna Handoko (alias: Sour Gum) was born in Jakarta, Indonesia, in the
year 2000. Her works usually include depictions of daily life with a vibrant,
fantasy twist and irony, puns, and cute stuff. For as long as she could
remember, her life had always been filled with colorful art and cartoons. At age
10, her pastime was drawing through mountains of copier paper and telling
cheesy, wild stories through them.
Her works are inspired by the style of retro Japanese pop culture and
graphics. Besides illustration, she also has a background in fine arts and 3D
graphics during her study in Los Angeles, California. Sometimes cynical, but
more often funny, her illustration style especially likes to include visual puns
and witty hidden commentary about society.
IG: @sour.gum / @meciku.hibiniu
Email: floraginna08@gmail.com

Lucky Cat
Flora Ginna Handoko (@sour.gum)
Digital
2020
On Sale
IDR 150.000 per print

The Lucky Cat comes and asks whether you want money or happiness.
Is it too much to want both?

Midnight Ramen
Flora Ginna Handoko (@sour.gum)
Digital
2020
On Sale
IDR 150.000 per print

Get comfortable with being uncomfortable. Look, they’re on to you.

Duck Rice
Flora Ginna Handoko (@sour.gum)
Digital
2020
On Sale
IDR 150.000 per print

A scene warm and nostalgic in a crowd of hunger.

KURNIAWAN WIJAYA
Born in Jakarta, Kurniawan is an interior designer, landscape designer, and
self-taught artist. Kurniawan is currently working as a part-time illustrator. His
works are inspired by a memory that tells stories through illustration by giving
different meanings.
In this exhibition, Kurniawan hopes to share great memories to all of the
visitors. Kurniawan hopes those who take a look at his works can reminisce
their own unforgettable memories in their life, while giving the enthusiasm for
us to keep on going forward.
IG: @kurniawanwjy.arts
Email: hello.kurniawanwjyart@gmail.com

Envisage
Kurniawan Wijaya (@kurniawanwjy.arts)
31 x 41
Watercolor & Gouache Illustration
2020
On Sale

The state of being a daydreamer and wanderer about what's next, but
never having any courage to move forward. Just standing on the spot
and mesmerizing it without any action to step outside our comfort zone.
If only we want to go forward, we know that something beautiful and
exciting will happen to us through the process of achieving our dream.

Blindly Fishing
Kurniawan Wijaya (@kurniawanwjy.arts)
31 x 41
Watercolor & Gouache Illustration
2020
On Sale

Sometimes we know what we want to achieve, but we don't know how
to get there. Sometimes we try so many ways just to give it a shot
whether it works for us or not. Through so many trials and errors, it
eventually will make us ready for what's upon us, and it will lead us to
the right route to obtain our dream.

Odyssey
Kurniawan Wijaya (@kurniawanwjy.arts)
31 x 41
Watercolor & Gouache Illustration
2020
On Sale

The journey to the beautiful place will not be easy, so many ups and
downs will be happening. However, along the journey you will
eventually meet the right people who meant to cross our paths for a
reason, either they change our life or we change theirs with you. The
important thing is to enjoy the journey and always be grateful for every
experience we have so we can grow and evolve, so when we arrived at
the spot that we want, we are ready for everything.

NADIA GUNAWAN
Nadia Gunawan is an illustrator currently based in Surabaya, Indonesia. Her
work ranges from illustrations for magazine op-ed articles and blog posts to
various personal commissions.
Having graduated in 2018 from Purdue University with a B.S. in Psychology,
she takes an interest in portraying Psychological ideas and human behavior in
her work. In addition to that, ordinary experiences and life contemplations are
among the main things that inspire her. Although her illustrations are
predominantly digital, she also loves experimenting with traditional mediums
such as watercolors and oil paints.
IG: @bynadiag
Email: nadiagunawan19@gmail.com

Looming Thoughts (Catastrophic Obsessions)
Nadia Gunawan (@bynadiag)
2480 x 3508 Pixels
Digital Illustration
2021
Not For Sale

The looming thoughts that occur when you are trying to get things
done.

Looming Thoughts (Drowning)
Nadia Gunawan (@bynadiag)
2480 x 3508 Pixels
Digital Illustration
2021
Not For Sale

The looming thoughts that occur when it’s rather impossible to find bits
of joy in your day-to-day.

Looming Thoughts (In The Spotlight)
Nadia Gunawan (@bynadiag)
2480 x 3508 Pixels
Digital Illustration
2021
Not For Sale

The looming thoughts that occur when you feel as though society’s
judging eyes are on you.

Quarter Life Crisis
Nadia Gunawan (@bynadiag)
3406 x 4257 Pixels
Digital Illustration
2020
Not For Sale

“Should you take the job with the hefty paycheck?”, “should you settle
for whatever job is currently available to you?”, or “should you risk it all
and go after your dream job?”.

What Does Your Happiness Kit Consist Of?
Nadia Gunawan (@bynadiag)
5000 x 4000 Pixels
Digital Illustration
2020
Not For Sale

Living in this day and age, we have become such a product of
capitalism that the idea of experiencing joy is largely derived from
tangible accomplishments.

SAADYA GABRIELA
Born in Jakarta, Indonesia, in 2000. She's a Visual Communication Design
student at Tarumanagara University. Based on her artworks, she was inspired
by her love for kids and childhood memories that reflect the season of joy,
warmth and love.
She wanted to show not just the art but also the stories that lies within for
people to visualize their childhood memories that could make them remember
the good old days in those cherished moments they've had. Many of her
artworks are using a vibrant colour and using a technique that merges
traditional illustration with digital art
IG: @s.argnta
Email: saadyaargentagabriela@gmail.com

No worries
Saadya Gabriela (@s.argnta)
97 cm x 114,4 cm
Cartoon
2020
Not for Sale

Kids often express optimism that spread positive energy to others,
which inspired me to make this artwork. I used a bright yellow color to
represent the cheerfulness of this characters. This digital illustration
has been created from a hand drawn ink image and merged with digital
elements.

Honest
Saadya Gabriela (@s.argnta)
97 cm x 114,4 cm
Cartoon
2020
Not for Sale

As people age throughout the years, they constrict themselves to
certain behaviors, with more concern toward perception. This artwork is
inspired by one of my childhood experiences when I had the gut to
speak what's on my mind and not caring what others would react. This
digital illustration has been created from a hand drawn ink image and
merged with digital elements.

Joy
Saadya Gabriela (@s.argnta)
134 cm x 114,4 cm
Cartoon
2020
Not for Sale

This artwork is inspired by my childhood memories when i used to live
without a worry in the world and to just have fun, create laughter, and
enjoy every moment in my life. This fun and colourful digital illustration
has been created from a hand drawn ink image and merged with digital
elements.

See you next time

Chiaro Bytes © 2021

